
 
 

AMI Montessori Assistants Certificate 6-12 Course 

Course Components 

 

To help interested adults become informed, capable, and supportive assistants to a trained elementary 

teacher. Further, the programme may serve as an information course for administrators of schools and 

parents. 

 

• To learn the Montessori philosophy with regard to child development 

• To observe the elementary child (2nd plane of development) 

• To learn how to interact with the Montessori trained teacher 

• To learn how to interact with the elementary child 

• To acquire the ability to support the development of the child by assisting the teacher. 

 

Course Duration 
 

Sixty hours at the Centre, and nine (9) additional hours of observation of children aged between 6 and 

12. The observations are to be done either immediately after the course or parallel to the course. 

 

Required Reading 

 

It is recommended that selected reading from the three books below be assigned during the course to 

prepare the assistants for continuing their study after the course.  

 

• To Educate the Human Potential  

• The Formation of Man  

• Education and Peace  

• Other readings may be included. 

 

Course Programme 

 

All topics include relevant texts from Maria Montessori.  

 

I. Introduction to Montessori  

 



II. Introduction to Montessori’s theory of human development  

Needs and tendencies  

Self construction  

Four planes of development  

Characteristics of child in second plane  

 

III. The prepared environment for the second plane  

The elementary teacher  

The materials  

Other adults (assistant, experts)  

 

IV. The plan for the elementary child  

Cosmic education  

The pedagogical techniques (examples of lessons may be included)  

Role of teacher (transmitter of knowledge, inspiration)  

Class composition (mixed ages, sufficient children)  

Story telling/oral introductions (Great Stories/ other stories)  

Content knowledge (key lessons)  

Sensorial/imaginative presentations, leading to abstraction  

Develop imagination, leading to creativity  

Awareness of necessity for social/moral development  

Going Out (implementing the child’s self construction)  

Other adults (there is more outside the classroom)  

 

V. Freedom and responsibility  

Freedom as applied to child in elementary environment  

Responsibility as applied to child in elementary environment  

 

VI. Interacting with the elementary child 

Manner of speaking to a child  

Appropriate direction for a child  

Manner of redirecting child  

 

VII. Observation  

Need for observation  

Of the environment  

Of the child  

Techniques of observation  

Recording of observation  

 

 

 



The Assistant 

 

Assisting the trained teacher:  

Have regular meetings with the teacher  

Observation of the children that supports the work of the teacher/child  

Maintenance of the environment  

Ordering supplies  

Accompanying children on Going Outs  

 

Role Model for appropriate classroom behaviours (language, movement, activity)  

Maintain confidentiality 

 

Assignments 

 

Submission of three papers (500 words each) on topics set by the course, to be submitted by a date 

stipulated by the course director. At least one of these topics should be on a theory topic. 

 

Certificate 

 

The AMI Montessori Assistants Certificate (6-12 Age Level) is awarded to those who complete all the 

requirements. In order to receive the Certificate, the applicant should: 

 

• Submit all the assignments 

• Complete the required hours of observation  

• Have 90% attendance. 

 

Attendance 

 

Students must have 90% attendance in order to receive the certificate. Students with attendance below 

90% will not be eligible for an AMI certificate. 

 

Eligibility 

 

We welcome candidates from all walks of life and different professions. This course is open to anyone 

wishing to know more about the Montessori philosophy. 


